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Abstract:
The HempCoin ($THC) was created with the vision of providing the
Agricultural Industry with a BlockChain Interface & facilitating transactions
for the burgeoning Agricultural Trade Worldwide. Discrepancies can be
associated with these transactions that currently operate ine ciently, which
impacts the viability of the Agricultural Industry. Current endeavors to
onboard a signiﬁcant portion of the Agricultural community prove problematic
due to the technological inaccessibility & complicated user interfaces
associated with BlockChain supply tracking/payment services.
The HempCoin ($THC) has evolved into a multi-faceted network
dedicated to augmenting every facet of the Agricultural Industry. While still
primarily sighting the Hemp market, The HempCoin ($THC) team realizes the
vast applicability of our proprietary software both in & out of the
CryptoCurrency, BlockChain, & Agricultural Industries.
Currently there is no turn-key, incentivized platform that allows for the
tracking of Agricultural products. By partnering with the Komodo ecosystem &
leveraging its wide array of resources, The HempCoin ($THC) delivers
cutting-edge capabilities to the Agricultural Industry. Our patented
HempTRAC allows farmers to log individual batches of seeds & track the steps
necessary to ensure their success.
The immutable nature of The HempCoin ($THC) platform additionally
allows farmers to create incentivized networks on which they can mutually
transact. This process removes the excessive levels of complication from the
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Agricultural marketplace. The HempCoin ($THC)'s experience in the
BlockChain Industry allows us to present our clients with customized solutions
built from a deep understanding of both their business needs & the
cutting-edge nature of BlockChain technology.

1.

Agricultural Challenges & Business Overview

There are a host of challenges currently facing the Agricultural Industry.
Civilization's oldest profession has drastically evolved over the last few
hundred years. However, this process occurs in ﬁts & starts – the current
Agricultural landscape requires another technological update. Many of the
processes undertaken require manual tracking of both resources & outputs.
Without an incentivized platform that allows for a more robust modularization
of processes, these ine ciencies will persist.
The existing digital solutions for the Agricultural Industry are not
readily connected with one another. The siloed nature of these systems means
that any form of vertical integration with the larger supply chain poses
signiﬁcant challenges, especially for smaller farmers. This conﬁguration
means that the current Agricultural landscape heavily favors large
corporations & producers at the expense of smaller farmers.
The HempCoin ($THC) provides the Agricultural Industry a resilient
distributed network that a ords an incredible level of robustness with the built
in ability to scale in a linear fashion with cyber security controls to provide
early warning detection & remediation of threats, vulnerabilities & exploits
providing actionable intelligence to the operators of our end to end managed
BlockChain Agricultural Management Solution. On-boarding new clients &
partners is easy for $THC to do at scale. The Hempcoin ($THC) takes the
complexity & technology depth required to build/manage Agricultural Supply
Chain Administration out of the hands of the user. That way, $THC is focused
on your chain & supporting you directly, while you can focus on your business
& leverage BlockChain for exponential growth. “We grow when you grow.”
Some Industries still grapple with regulatory opaqueness despite clear
signals from local governments that their activities are jurisdictionally
compliant. By locking an entire Industry out of the formal economy, billions of
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dollars each year are wasted on circumventing this erroneous, ine cient
process. This incentivizes companies to hoard large amounts of cash, opening
them up to a signiﬁcant risk of criminal activity. By perpetuating this lack of
ﬁnancial access, regulatory authorities introduce signiﬁcant ine ciencies in a
embryonic segment of the Agricultural Industry.
There exists a clear need for a distributed platform that cordially
identiﬁes the existing issues in the Agricultural Industry. The currently
discontinuous & manual processes of tracking material inputs, grow times,
payroll, & speciﬁc plant strains add signiﬁcant time commitments & elevated
costs. Without modularization, additional costs associated with training
personnel & the opportunity cost of non-optimized processes eat into the
proﬁts of an Agricultural Enterprise. In the worst situations, businesses cannot
open bank accounts & facilitate transactions, demonstrating the deeply rooted
Industry ine ciencies.

2.

The HempCoin ($THC) Solution

The HempCoin ($THC) has deeply examined the existing issues of the
Agricultural Industry. Our patented HempTRAC software elegantly solves the
issues of both siloed data & modularization. Users of the platform can log
speciﬁc seed batches & assign them individualized properties based on the
qualities of their parent plant. This streamlined digital tracking process allows
users to easily track subsequent generations & identify the crop batches that
most accurately exhibit desired characteristics. Users can keep information
about their crop qualities proprietary or sell this information on the
incentivized HempTRAC marketplace.
By allowing users to monetize data regarding the qualities of their crops,
the HempTRAC software creates a decentralized marketplace through which
users, many for the ﬁrst time, can proﬁt from Agricultural Information. In
addition to tracking plant information, the software also allows for the
tracking of inputs. Optimizing the supply chain for a given Agricultural
Enterprise is crucial for ensuring capital e ciency. By digitally tracking the
number of inputs needed for a given batch of crops, growers can ensure that
they maximize their resources.
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Optimizing crop batch tracking & order ﬂow are just two of the beneﬁts
introduced by the HempTRAC software. In creating a distributed marketplace
for Agricultural data, HempTRAC fosters a culture of Agricultural
collaboration. The ability to shop for existing data removes signiﬁcant
redundancies in the growing process. Individual operations that wish to
produce a given result can now search on an open marketplace to ensure that
no other entity in the Agricultural Industry has previously achieved these
results. In doing so, the HempTRAC software creates a marketplace that both
reduces Industry ine ciencies & allows growers to proﬁt from their
preexisting Agricultural activities.
The results arising from this marketplace are profound. Price acts as a
form of data, signaling to the market the value of provided information. By
allowing users to price information e ectively in a distributed manner, the
HempTRAC software e ectively creates a type of futures market for the
Agricultural Industry. While the existing futures markets provide workable
forward pricing mechanisms for general Agricultural products, there is
currently no liquid market for more niche products. Allowing for the tail end of
the Agricultural marketplace to access forward pricing mechanisms greatly
increases the overall capital e ciency of the Industry. Additionally, this capital
e ciency breaks down barriers to entry for the Agricultural marketplace,
allowing for more individuals to participate.
Rather than relying on centralized software architecture to facilitate our
software, The HempCoin ($THC) has partnered with the Komodo ecosystem to
maximize the security of our BlockChain ecosystem. Distributed systems
achieve consensus with one another using a predetermined set of rules,
allowing network participants to transact in highly accessible ways mutually.
Any participant of the network that attempts to violate the rules of the
BlockChain network cannot e ectively transact & is viewed as an invalid
participant by the network.
Komodo leverages a proprietary mechanism known as delayed proof of
work to maximize network security. While the network itself uses computer
processing power to secure itself, it additionally attests this information to the
Bitcoin BlockChain. Komodo achieves this process by securely & strongly
salting & hashing the totality of the Komodo BlockChain’s data to the Bitcoin
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BlockChain at preset intervals. This process allows Komodo to take advantage
of the largest & most secure BlockChain network globally without having to
provide additional energy to secure its network. The Komodo BlockChain is as
safe as the Bitcoin BlockChain, thanks to this innovative mechanism. The
HempCoin ($THC) additionally leverages the delayed proof of work
architecture provided by Komodo to ensure that users of our network are fully
secure.
In addition to streamlining the Agricultural process & allowing for near
real-time transactions between mutually interested parties, The HempCoin
($THC) facilitates a token launching functionality provided by the Komodo
ecosystem. Participants in the Agricultural Industry can launch their own
tokens representing an assigned value that pertains to their business. The
implications of launching a proprietary token using The HempCoin ($THC)
network are signiﬁcant. Users can raise capital, o er products, & circumvent
erroneous ﬁnancial policies using this process. With an accessible & dynamic
ﬁat currency portal, users can both purchase $THC coins directly to use on The
HempCoin ($THC) network.
The privacy a orded by the Komodo network, & by extension The
HempCoin ($THC) network, is unparalleled. The ecosystem uses ZK Snarks
calculations to obfuscate transaction data, fully protecting user privacy. This
functionality is completely optional – users that wish to retain transaction
traceability can do so with ease. By presenting users with the right but not the
obligation to protect their privacy, The HempCoin ($THC) thoughtfully
addresses the growing cybersecurity needs of our clientele. As the world
becomes increasingly digital & interoperable, the need for data integrity will
continue to increase.
Cutting-edge innovation is at the core of The HempCoin ($THC)
ecosystem. This drive to constantly improve for the good of our community &
customers deeply informs our work within the Komodo ecosystem. The team is
actively working on stablecoin integrations for The HempCoin ($THC) &
HempTRAC. As cryptographic units of account that track the value of a ﬁat
currency, stablecoins allow for elevated levels of transactional e ciency while
providing users with a mechanism to avoid the volatility associated with the
crypto Industry. By presenting users with these options, The HempCoin
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($THC) allows individuals to make determinations regarding what instrument
they wish to hold at a given time, further increasing the capital e ciency in
the Agriculture Industry.

3.

Technology Overview

The HempCoin ($THC) migrated 251,253,103 $THC to The Komodo
Platform ($KMD) on 12PM EST (+4UTC) Sunday July 14th, 2019 block 554,496
from the PIVX chain.
$THC is 100% Proof of Stake (PoS). A proof-of-stake (PoS) consensus
mechanism requires users to place personal funds on the network as collateral
in exchange for the right to "stake" new blocks on the BlockChain.
The HempCoin ($THC) Block Reward
50% - On Chain Locking Reward = 4%APR, 60 Day Lock Time, 100k
$THC minimum locked.
30% - Staking Reward for users holding more than 0 $THC & have
wallets staking.
20% - Development Reward to further operation of $THC.
- 2% of Development Reward /year allocated to Charity Funding
voted on by $THC Community
- 2% of Development Reward allocated to $THC Ambassador
program
Block 1-500000 = 12 $THC
Block 500001-1000000 = 10 $THC
Block 1000001-1500000 = 8 $THC
Block 1500001-2000000 = 6 $THC
Block 2000001-2500000 = 5 $THC
Block 2500001-4500000 = 3 $THC
Block 4500001-indeﬁnite ≈ 0 $THC (This is the block height at which
block rewards will end, every block after this height will have 0 block reward,
the only incentive to mine a new block will be transaction fees).
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The backbone of $THC’s BlockChain network leverages the power of
Komodo ($KMD). Komodo’s form of providing advanced security is called
Delayed Proof of Work technology (dPoW). It builds on the most advanced
form of BlockChain security in existence, Proof of Work technology (PoW). The
latter form of security is the method that the Bitcoin network utilizes. To
understand the value of Komodo’s dPoW security, we must ﬁrst explain how
PoW works & why it is the most secure method of maintaining a decentralized
BlockChain. We must also examine PoW’s shortcomings, so that we may
understand the need for Komodo’s dPoW method & the advantages it provides
to the BlockChain community. To understand how PoW technology functions,
we begin by explaining the roots that make the Bitcoin protocol a viable means
of securely transferring value.
There are several reasons why PoW networks, especially Bitcoin,
continue to dominate in terms of security & BlockChain success. A simple,
preliminary reason is that PoW networks foster ever-increasing speed &
computer power. Miners must constantly update & innovate above their
competitors to continue earning rewards. There are yet more reasons behind
PoW’s success, & The Longest Chain Rule is one of the most notable. This rule
can also be dangerous to the unwary & unprepared entrepreneur of a new
BlockChain product. A high level of security fosters a sense of trust among
users, & this can grow a PoW network’s audience.
As the audience & trust grows, both the number of transactions & the
price of the coin increase. This attracts more miners. The rising level of miners
provides greater overall hash rate to the network, which in turn fosters a
stronger sense of trust. This increased sense of security can raise the number
of users on the network, which can increase the number of miners, & the cycle
repeats. In economics, this is classiﬁed as a “Network E ect,” where a cycle of
behavior encourages more of the same behavior, with compounding interest.
Due to the Network E ect, & the fact that Bitcoin is the oldest PoW network,
Bitcoin is increasing its security at a rate faster than the rate of other PoW
networks. Furthermore, consider the e ect caused when the price of a PoW
BlockChain coin rises. Before the rise, assume the BlockChain coin is worth one
dollar. A miner is justiﬁed in spending the necessary money (on equipment,
upgrades, & electrical costs, etc.) to justify one dollar’s worth of hash rate. If
the price shifts upwards to two dollars, the miner must upgrade their entire
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business to justify two dollars’ worth of a matching hash rate. If the miner
does not upgrade, their competitor will, & then the miner will no longer be able
to compete for rewards.
Here’s where intrigue enters the picture. The “easiest” way to steal
money on a PoW BlockChain (such as Bitcoin) is to perform a 51% Attack. In
this attack, the malicious actor ﬁrst spends cryptocurrency in exchange for
something of value, which they take from their victim. Next, the malicious
actor creates an alternate version of the PoW network’s history wherein those
transactions never took place. Using advanced mining equipment, the
malicious actor then “attacks” the PoW network by mining blocks to this
“false” history faster than the rate at which other miners on the PoW network
can mine blocks to the “true” history. Assuming the malicious actor has a
su cient hash rate, as this “false” history grows longer than the “true”
history, The Longest Chain Rule will cause the consensus mechanism to
overwrite the “true” version. The earlier transactions the malicious actor
made would be as though they never occurred. Therefore, the malicious actor
would keep both their original funds & whatever item of value they exacted
from their victim. This is known as The 51% Attack. The number 51% derives
from the fact that to successfully perform this attack, the attacker must add
enough hashing power to the overall PoW network to form a majority of the
hash rate.
Today, Bitcoin’s overall hash rate is enormous. The collective of
computers around the world mining Bitcoin is e ectively the largest
supercomputer ever created by man.
Therefore, to attempt a 51% Attack on the Bitcoin network would cost
millions, if not billions of dollars in computer hardware. It would also require a
sustained consumption of electricity that is likely unfeasible for a single
geographical location. So long as the miners of Bitcoin remain interested in the
Bitcoin network, therefore, Bitcoin has a level of security that is close to
impenetrable. Now, suppose the existence of a supercomputer a thousand
times more powerful than the entirety of the Bitcoin miner network. This
powerful supercomputer could, in theory, stealthily re-create & execute the
initial code that spawned the very ﬁrst block of the Bitcoin BlockChain—the
“Genesis Block.” The supercomputer could then grind out block hashes,
one-by-one, mining meaningless blocks & adding them to this empty, “false”
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version of the Bitcoin history. Once this meaningless BlockChain’s length
su ciently exceed the so-called “true” BlockChain used today, the
supercomputer could then release its “false” version to the Internet.
Throughout the world, (assuming the vanilla protocol) the Bitcoin network
would automatically recognize the “false” BlockChain as the correct
BlockChain! This would all be according to the code. The so-called “false”
blocks would be properly mined, & the length would be longer than the chain
that users currently trust. The vanilla protocol would, in theory, replace the
so-called “true” history with the empty variant. It might seem to users like a
virus being uploaded to the Internet. It could destroy all human trust in the
current version of the Bitcoin protocol, wreaking ﬁnancial havoc throughout
the cryptocurrency realm. While users of the Bitcoin protocol would naturally
protest, the entire operation would be entirely in agreement with the
underlying code. Nevertheless, when observing Bitcoin’s current hash power,
the creation of such an anti-Bitcoin supercomputer is clearly not feasible in
the immediate future. Assuming Bitcoin miners remain interested in the
Bitcoin network, the risk of a Genesis Attack on Bitcoin is essentially
non-existent. However, consider the implications of the Genesis Attack on
unsuspecting or underprepared smaller PoW BlockChain projects.
In short, the PoW consensus mechanism, as designed by Satoshi
Nakamoto, is currently the soundest method of BlockChain security. It solves
the Double Spend problem & creates a secure network, capable of transferring
ﬁnancial value. Furthermore, competition among miners & The Longest Chain
Rule create fairness on the BlockChain. The Longest Chain Rule provides a high
level of defense against two of the most dangerous methods of BlockChain
destruction—The 51% Attack & The Genesis Attack—assuming a strong
overall hash rate on the network. New PoW BlockChains can opt to compete
directly with Bitcoin’s hash rate, & some level of competition is good for the
ethical values & innovative power of the cryptocurrency Industry.
However, it is not necessary, cost-e ective, nor eco-friendly that every
new BlockChain innovation requiring security should attempt to compete
directly with Bitcoin. Not only is this unsustainable, but it is also unreliable, as
it depends on the arbitrary choices of the decentralized network of miners
around the world.
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Komodo presents a technology, the delayed Proof of Work consensus
mechanism, that solves the problems described above. Komodo’s unique
consensus mechanism provides the same level of security as the strongest PoW
network, without attempting direct competition. Instead, Komodo’s consensus
mechanism uses the chosen PoW network as a storage space for “backups” of
Komodo transactions. By this method, even in the event of a devastating attack
on the network, a single surviving copy of the Komodo main chain can rebuild
the entire Komodo ecosystem automatically. In a key di erence separating
Komodo from regular PoW networks, our dPoW consensus mechanism does
not recognize The Longest Chain Rule. Instead, to resolve a conﬂict in the
Komodo network, the dPoW consensus mechanism looks to backups it inserted
previously into the chosen PoW BlockChain.Furthermore, asset chains in the
Komodo ecosystem can likewise elect to have backups of their own records
inserted into the Komodo main chain. These asset chains also do not recognize
The Longest Chain Rule, but instead look to the Komodo main chain to resolve
conﬂicts. Therefore, to destroy even the smallest asset chain that is employing
Komodo’s dPoW security, the attacker would have to destroy: a) all existing
copies of the asset chain; b) all copies of the Komodo main chain; c) the
accompanying PoW security network into which the dPoW backups are
inserted (currently Bitcoin). This endows the Komodo ecosystem with higher
than Bitcoin-level security, while avoiding the excessive ﬁnancial &
eco-unfriendly costs.The Komodo security services are performed by notary
nodes, chosen through a stake-weighted vote. Notary nodes have the freedom
to switch notarization to another PoW network. Reasons the notary nodes
might elect to switch networks could include the event that worldwide miners’
hashing power changes to another PoW network, or the cost of notarization to
the current PoW network becomes more than necessary. Through this
ﬂexibility, the Komodo ecosystem maintains both a superior level of security &
a more ﬂexible & adaptive nature than Bitcoin itself.
Iguana Core is the heart of the underlying technology that enables the
vast Komodo ecosystem to work together. The Iguana Core code itself is
complex. In short, Iguana Core is a collection of code that serves many
purposes. One function of Iguana Core is to empower the BlockChain
technologies Komodo either builds or adopts to act in coordination with each
other. Often, Iguana Core can advance their initial capabilities beyond original
expectations. In the case of dPoW, the code that underlies notary-node
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functionality spawned from Iguana Core technology. Iguana Core is coded in
the C programming language.
The process of inserting backups of Komodo transactions into a secure
PoW network we call “notarization.” The elected notary nodes in the Komodo
ecosystem perform this process via the automation provided by Iguana Core.
The process of notarization is simple. Roughly every ten minutes, the notary
nodes perform a special block hash mined on the Komodo BlockChain & take
note of the overall Komodo BlockChain “height” (i.e. the number of total
blocks in the Komodo BlockChain since inception). The notary nodes process
this speciﬁc block in such a manner that their signatures are cryptographically
included within the content of the notarized data. Blockhash + BlockChain
height + KMD = Notary
The above number can be said to be a cryptographic representation of all
that has happened on the Komodo BlockChain up to this point in time.
According to The Cascade E ect, were an attacker to attempt to go back in the
history of the Komodo BlockChain & change even a single character of data, &
then attempt to recreate the same numerical representation according to the
correct Komodo code, the number above would dramatically change.This
makes the notary nodes’ notarization a useful backup, assuming this number
is in a safe location where anyone on the Internet can view & verify it. It
enables a single surviving copy of the "true” Komodo main chain to identify
itself to the rest of the Komodo network as the correct version, as only the
“true” data can produce the same result.
Example:
6a28071c4524afe8cf8e412b6fdb06e65795839f189205119294d26939c
61c37880a084409004b4d4400
An incorrect history would not provide the correct notarization.
Therefore, all nodes on the Komodo network will align with the
“true” BlockChain history & overwrite any malicious actors’
“false” attempt(s).
Naturally, for security purposes this number cannot simply be saved to
one person’s local computer, or written down on a piece of paper. Were the
number to be in such a centralized location, a would-be attacker could simply
destroy the backup, or replace it with a “false” version. For the number to be
useful, it must be placed in a secure & decentralized location. Here is where
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Komodo adopts security from another network: Komodo will perform a simple
transaction in which it writes the above number into the data history of the
strongest PoW BlockChain (currently Bitcoin). This location is as secure as the
miners’ hash rate makes it, & the location is decentralized, by nature. To place
this information in the accompanying PoW network, the notarizing nodes will
use a feature that exists at the core of the Bitcoin protocol when making a
transaction. The feature is called “OP_RETURN,” & it allows for a message to
be added to the BlockChain, permanently, alongside the transaction hash.
A notable use of the ability to write messages to a BlockChain is found in
the ﬁrst actions of Satoshi Nakamoto himself (themselves). In the ﬁrst Bitcoin
block ever mined, Satoshi used a feature like OP_RETURN8 to include this
message: “03/Jan/2009 Chancellor on brink of second bailout for banks”. Readers
who have downloaded the Bitcoin BlockChain to their local computer, & who
possess the knowledge necessary to inspect the raw Bitcoin data, can discover
these very words written to their own hard drive. The important thing to
understand for our discussion is that any message written to a secure &
decentralized PoW BlockChain is viewable & veriﬁable to all. The permanence
& security of OP_RETURN messages are a core aspect of dPoW’s security. In
the event of a devastating attack on the Komodo network, there need be no
argument over the correct notarized marker upon which the ecosystem
members should rely. The Iguana Core code & Komodo BlockChain can
automatically turn to the chosen PoW network to rebuild.
One ﬁnal step remains to complete the loop of security between the KMD
main chain & the chosen PoW network. The KMD BlockChain must record
within its own records the speciﬁc location where it placed this backup into the
PoW BlockChain. This serves to remind the Komodo ecosystem itself where to
look for the proper information.
To create this reminder, the notary nodes will now gather
one more piece of information, this time drawn from the
accompanying PoW network: the transaction hash (txid)
identifying the location of the ﬁrst notarization. This information
could look like this:
313031a1ed2dbe12a20706d 48d3d b0e39d15e3e4 936d01f091
fb3b8556
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The notary nodes will combine it with all the information
that has come before. The result will be transformed, again, into a
computer-friendly version:
6a28071c4524afe8cf8e412b6fdb06e65795839f189205119294d2
6939c61c37880a0844090056853bfb91f0016d93 e4e3159de3b0 3d8d
f4df0607a212be2deda13130314b4d4400
Just as before, this number is a compressed cryptographic
representation of everything that has happened in the Komodo ecosystem up
to this point in time. This notarization is placed as a transaction message
directly into the KMD main chain itself. This enables the Komodo ecosystem to
know how to ﬁnd a reference of its own history, should the need ever arise.
Here is where the dPoW consensus mechanism diverges from the Bitcoin
protocol’s limitations & creates new levels of security for the Komodo
ecosystem. The code of our dPoW consensus mechanism allows for sixty-four
elected “notary nodes.” They are a special type of BlockChain miner, having
certain features in their underlying code that enable them to maintain an
e ective & cost-e cient BlockChain. The periodic elections are held by a
stake-weighted vote.The Komodo BlockChain endows notary nodes with many
additional abilities. These abilities help to maintain cost-e ectiveness & an
eco-friendly nature in the ecosystem. They also prevent the ecosystem from
falling into the trap of directly competing with other networks for hash-rate
security status.
Notary nodes have a speciﬁc ability that enables them to protect against
The 51% Attack. Each individual node periodically receives the privilege to
mine a block on “easy di culty.” It has this ability until it mines one “easy”
block, & then the Iguana Core code removes the “easy di culty” for that
notary node for the next sixty-four blocks. After the sixty-four-block period
passes, the notary node can once again attempt to capture a block on “easy
di culty.” Therefore, while everyone else on the network mines at an
adjustable level of di culty according to the normal PoW consensus
mechanism (which keeps the overall speed of the Komodo network stable) the
notary nodes have a chance to step outside the normal rules. For every
sixty-ﬁve-block period on the Komodo BlockChain, the odds that a block will
be mined by a notary node, as opposed to a normal miner, are essentially 3:1.
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Since the rest of the miners have an adjustable di culty ratio, it does not
matter how many more miners attempt to mine Komodo. Most of the valid
blocks will always be found by the sixty-four elected notary nodes, even were
the entire hash power of the Bitcoin network to somehow switch all its
attention to mining Komodo.
Every 2000 blocks, the Iguana Core code removes the easy-di culty
mining ability from all notary nodes for a sixty-four-block period. This gives
the entire ecosystem the chance to freely mine the Komodo BlockChain &
therefore the chance to control the “truth” of the Komodo history.
To brute force a 51% majority over the network, therefore, a malicious
actor would have two challenges. They would ﬁrst have to compromise most of
the elected notary nodes, & then provide a 51% majority over the network’s
hash throughout the period of the Free-for-All. Were a malicious actor to
compromise the notary nodes, the most the actor could do would be to prevent
further notarization—& therefore destroy their own network. Were the notary
nodes to attempt to falsify the BlockChain history, the Free-for-All period
would allow the normal miners on the network to correct the record.So long as
Komodo-ecosystem members choose their notary nodes wisely, The 51%
Attack is essentially impossible to perform against Komodo.
One of the deadliest attacks against a vanilla version of the Bitcoin
protocol is The Genesis Attack, as we previously discussed. The key to
successfully performing a Genesis Attack is to recreate the genesis block of the
victim’s BlockChain, mine a BlockChain height that is greater than the
so-called “true” BlockChain, & release this meaningless variant on the
Internet. The underlying Bitcoin protocol can immediately vaporize the
so-called “true” BlockChain, & thus the decentralized record of transactions
on the network are lost. The key vulnerability that this attack exploits is the
very rule that, under other circumstances, makes a PoW network so powerful:
The Longest Chain Rule. On one hand, assuming a strong hash rate, The
Longest Chain Rule provides security against attacks such as a Double Spend.
This feeling of security encourages growth in the user base, which incentivizes
growth in the miner base, & this cycle creates a Network E ect. However, if the
hash rate of the PoW network is low, The Longest Chain Rule creates the
vulnerability of chain vaporization. In the Komodo project, we are not
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attempting to compete with PoW networks, such as Bitcoin, for overall
hash-rate security services.
Our end goal is to create a secure, powerful, & open-source BlockChain
ecosystem, with the option of privacy features. Bitcoin-level security is
necessary to achieve our goals, but it does not need to be an endeavor unto
itself. Therefore, we simply chose to turn o The Longest Chain Rule in our
code, & instead adopt the strength of the strongest PoW network. If an outsider
was to attempt The Genesis Attack on our ecosystem, the Komodo BlockChain
would simply ignore this “false” BlockChain history. The Iguana Core code
resolves conﬂicts by looking to the chosen PoW network for the historical KMD
markers. Therefore, the Komodo ecosystem maintains Bitcoin-level security
from the deadliest of attacks without obeying The Longest Chain Rule. The
dPoW Consensus Mechanism is Inherent in All Komodo Asset Chains. These
security features extend to any asset chain of the Komodo ecosystem. The
primary di erence between an asset chain & the main chain is that the main
chain notarizes to an exterior PoW network (Bitcoin), whereas the asset chain
notarizes to the Komodo main chain. An entrepreneur in our ecosystem has the
option of Bitcoin-level security, at only a fraction of the cost. The entrepreneur
need only employ the notary nodes’ services to notarize backups of their
BlockChain to the Komodo network, & thereby the entrepreneur is protected
from even the most devastating of BlockChain attacks.
Sapling represents over two years of protocol design & engineering with
cryptographic breakthroughs that improve the performance & functionality of
shielded (encrypted) transactions. Currently, most transactions use
transparent addresses that function in the same way as Bitcoin. This is largely
due to the computational cost of proving that shielded transactions are valid.
With Sapling, we move one (giant) step closer toward the ubiquity of shielded
addresses. (ElectricCoinCo.)
Each di erent time interval is called an "era" & a chain can have at most
seven eras, this parameter allows the value of $THC's block reward to vary over
time. When active, this parameter changes the behavior of coinbase coins (i.e.,
the coins that are created as a result of mining). $THC’s Eras forces the
Coinbase Maturity value of coinbase coins to be 100 instead of the normal value
of 1. Therefore, coinbase coins become spendable after 100 conﬁrmations.
https://hempcoin.org
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The HempCoin ($THC) o ers an onchain rewards Smart Contract
Locking Mechanism. This is designed to capture what most people like about
masternodes, without anything else, ie. the rewards.
The idea is to allow people to lock funds for some amount of time & get
an extra reward. We also want to support having more than one rewards plan
at a time & to allow customization of plan details. One twist that makes it a bit
unexpected is that anybody should be able to unlock the funds that were
locked, as long as it ends up in the locking address. The reason for this is that
SPV servers want to be supported & while locking can be done via normal
sendrawtransaction, it requires a native node to do the unlocking. By allowing
anybody to be able to unlock, then there can be a special node that unlocks all
locked funds when they are ready. This way, from the user's point of view, they
lock the funds & after it is matured, it reappears in their wallet.
The above requirements lead us to using the global CC address for the
rewards contract to lock the funds in. That allows anybody to properly sign the
unlock, but of course that is not enough, we need to make sure they are
following all the unlock requirements. Primarily that the funds go back to the
locking address.
Having multiple possible rewards plans means it is useful to have rpc
calls to get information about them. Hence: rewardslist returns the list of
rewards creation txids & rewardsinfo <txid> returns the details about a speciﬁc
rewards plan.
A locking transaction sends funds to the rewards CC address, along with
a normal (small) tx to the address that the unlock should go to. This allows the
validation of the proper unlocking. Also, it is important to make sure only
locking transactions are able to be unlocked. Additionally, the minimum time
needs to elapse before unlocking is allowed.
The ac_cc parameter sets the network cluster on which the chain can
interact with other chains via Antara modules & MoMoM technology.

https://hempcoin.org
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Once activated, the ac_cc parameter can allow features such as
cross-chain fungibility -- coins on one Smart Chain can be directly transferred
to any other Smart Chain that has the same ac_cc setting & the same set of
notary nodes (same set of notary pubkeys) .
Most functionalities enabled by ac_cc can function with or without
Komodo's notarization service. However, cross-chain transaction validation &
its dependent features, including cross-chain fungibility, require notarization.
If the ac_cc parameter is set to a value greater than 0 (i.e. Antara is
permitted on the Smart Chain) users should include the -pubkey parameter
when launching the daemon of this Smart Chain. The ac_ccenable parameter
restricts the Smart Chain so that only indicated Antara modules can be enabled.
It also sets the network cluster on which the chain can interact with other
chains via Antara modules and MoMoM technology. Once activated, the ac_cc
parameter can allow features such as cross-chain fungibility -- coins on one
Smart Chain can be directly transferred to any other Smart Chain that has the
same ac_cc setting and the same set of notary nodes (same set of notary
pubkeys) . Most functionalities enabled by ac_cc can function with or without
Komodo's notarization service. However, cross-chain transaction validation
and its dependent features, including cross-chain fungibility, require
notarization.
$THC can validate transactions that occur on other Smart Chains on the
same cluster (i.e. the same ac_cc value), but their coins are not fungible and
therefore cannot be transferred between blockchains.
The ac_perc parameter represents the amount of coins reserved for the
on-chain locking reward (handled via the rewards cryptoconditions) and the
development reward (via the payments cryptoconditions). For each block,
2.33333333 $THC per 1 $THC from the block reward are allocated and reserved
to fund the locking and development rewards. Every 150 blocks the amount of
reserved funds accrued are sent to an address which fund the rewards and
payments cryptoconditions (e.g if the current coinbase = 3 then
rewards/founders = 6.99999999 totaling 9.99999999, every 150 blocks,
1049.9999985 $THC are sent to fund the locking and dev rewards).
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4.

The TAM for BlockChain in Agricultural management

The global BlockChain in Agriculture & food supply chain market size
was estimated at $133 million USD in 2020; it is projected to grow at a CAGR of
48.1% to reach $948 million USD by 2025.
Beneﬁts of Blockchain in Agriculture include easy & cheap food batch
recalls in case of emergencies, availability of the complete history of the
product status, increased customer trust & loyalty, fairer payments, approved
vendors, & proper compliance management.
Consortiums are formed, such as Global Blockchain Business Council
(Switzerland), World Blockchain Association (Switzerland), & Blockchain
Collaborative Consortium (BCC) to make the government & all stakeholders
aware of the beneﬁts of BlockChain technology. The BlockChain market is
expected to grow through such initiatives due to increased demand for supply
chain transparency.
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5.

Conclusion

Accessibility in the BlockChain Industry has evolved considerably since
inception. It has allowed The HempCoin ($THC) to evolve into a platform that
o ers several cutting-edge service o erings, manual supply chain & plant
management processes, buying/selling Agricultural goods, & interfacing with
conﬂicting legislation all can be streamlined with The HempCoin ($THC).
Our proprietary HempTRAC software allows users to track both plant
batches & their associated resources seamlessly. The digital interface
minimizes erroneous resource consumption & allows growers to maximize
their yield. Additionally, the ability for growers to create templates using past
batches saves untold amounts of time. It allows participants in the Agricultural
Industry the ability to create turn-key, scalable systems. By introducing a
decentralized marketplace, The HempCoin ($THC) allows the long tail of the
Agricultural Industry to engage in exchanges of goods, services, & information.
This process e ectively creates a decentralized forward pricing mechanism &
allows the Agricultural Industry to make better decisions regarding resource
allocation.
As the BlockChain Industry continues to evolve, The HempCoin ($THC)
will continue to facilitate beneﬁcial partnerships within the BlockChain &
Agricultural Industries. Our partnership with Komodo demonstrates our deep
connections & commitment to providing our community with access to the
most cutting-edge technology & advanced security.
The mechanisms within the ecosystem allow The HempCoin ($THC) to
provide our users with unparalleled protection on our proof of work network.
Additionally, users maintain full control over their privacy & transaction
history using The HempCoin ($THC) network.
Civilization's oldest profession is a cornerstone of $THC’s focus. By
introducing an incentivized, distributed platform for Agricultural
management/transactions, The HempCoin ($THC) secures the Agriculture
Industries’ BlockChain interface & ongoing growth.
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